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ABSTRACT
Following the terrorist activities of September 11, 2001, the United
States began weapons inspections in Iraq on November 18, 2002. This decision
sparked interest throughout the world, including in France and the United
States. By looking at Le Monde and The New York Times and focusing on the
first war-related editorial each week from six weeks before and SLX weeks after
the bcginning of weapons inspections, one can easily identify the opinions of
the editorialists. These two papers are sister publications in France and the
United States, respectively, with similarly wide ranges of audiences. Both
papers were examined in their original languages. This thesis inspects the
aforementioned editorials under a broad outline of Artistotle's theories of
rhetoric including pathos, logos, and ethos. Pathos is looked at through the
lens of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs and Rokcach's Values; logos through
various forms of amplification; and ethos through an adjusted Aristotelian
theory.
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OBJECTIVE
From George Washington to George W. Bush, from Charles de Gaulle to
Jacques Chirac, political figures have plainly and openly shared their opinions.
But how often are the people's opinions actually heard? And how does the
public defend ITS opinions? The easiest way to inspect the possible differences
between the depictions of American views is by examining what the people
themselves have said.
The incidents following September 11, 2001, evoked strong opinions by
political representatives and laymen alike. Around the world, editorials flourished
supporting or admonishing the activities of the United States and the United
Nations. A close look at French and American editorials reveals much about the
values cherished by these two nations.
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